Integrated, multicohort analysis of systemic sclerosis identifies robust transcriptional signature of disease severity
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Introduction

Systemic sclerosis (SSc, scleroderma) is a rare autoimmune disease with the highest case-fatality rate of all connective tissue diseases. Current efforts to determine patient response to a given treatment using the modified Rodnan skin score (mRSS) are complicated by interclinician variability, confounding, and the time required between sequential mRSS measurements to observe meaningful change. There is an unmet critical need for an objective metric of SSc disease severity. Here, we performed an integrated, multicohort analysis of SSc transcriptome data across 7 datasets from 6 centers composed of 515 samples. Using 158 skin samples from SSc patients and healthy controls recruited at 2 centers as a discovery cohort, we identified a 415-gene expression signature specific for SSc, and validated its ability to distinguish SSc patients from healthy controls in an additional 357 skin samples from 5 independent cohorts. Next, we defined the SSc skin severity score (4S). In every SSc cohort of skin biopsy samples analyzed in our study, 4S correlated significantly with mRSS, allowing objective quantification of SSc disease severity. Using transcriptome data from the largest longitudinal trial of SSc patients to date, we showed that 4S allowed us to objectively monitor individual SSc patients over time, as (a) the change in 4S of a patient is significantly correlated with change in the mRSS, and (b) the change in 4S at 12 months of treatment could predict the change in mRSS at 24 months. Our results suggest that 4S could be used to distinguish treatment responders from nonresponders prior to mRSS change. Our results demonstrate the potential clinical utility of a novel robust molecular signature and a computational approach to SSc disease severity quantification.
RESEARCH ARTICLE

Integrated, multicohort analysis of SSc skin samples identifies 415 differentially expressed genes. We identified 4 clinical microarray gene expression datasets from the NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database comprising 282 samples obtained from skin (Figure 1 and Supplemental Table 1; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/jci.insight.89073DS1) (7, 10–12), which were derived from healthy control subjects, patients with diffuse cutaneous SSc or limited cutaneous SSc, and with various disease duration. Two of these datasets profiled longitudinally collected samples from study participants during treatment with rituximab (10) and nilotinib (7). Furthermore, we generated whole-genome transcriptional profiles for 3 additional cohorts, referred to as the Northwestern cohort, the UCSF2 cohort, and the Boston cohort (GSE32413) (10) and the Boston cohort (GSE9285) (11) to identify a 415-gene signature. We validated this signature in 5 independent cohorts of skin biopsies from SSc patients in 5 clinical centers, and showed that the signature is not confounded by (a) intrinsic subset or (b) drug treatment (patients received MMF, nilotinib, or rituximab at different clinical centers). Further, we demonstrated across all skin biopsy cohorts that the 415-gene signature correlated with SSc severity as defined by mRSS. To test the diagnostic power of this signature, we collected a cohort, referred to as the Northwestern cohort, of 22 healthy controls and 67 SSc patients who underwent 183 serial skin biopsies at 5 time points over 3 years. We showed that longitudinal change in the 415-gene expression signature is strongly associated with longitudinal change in mRSS for each patient, and thus the 415-gene signature could enable real-time monitoring of SSc patients' responses to treatment. Finally, in a subset of patients in the Northwestern cohort, we showed that changes in the 415-gene signature predict subsequent changes in mRSS. The 415-gene signature is thus an objective and robustly validated signature of disease severity quantification.
contained SSc samples across all intrinsic subsets. Hence, they represented known molecular heterogeneity of SSc patients. Our goal was to identify differentially expressed genes in SSc, irrespective of whether they are differentially expressed in other diseases or not. Therefore, we excluded 6 biopsies from patients with morphea or eosinophilic fascitis in the discovery cohorts because these are skin diseases related to, but distinct from, SSc. Further, because forearm and back biopsies from SSc patients have been repeatedly shown to be molecularly indistinguishable from each other (8, 10, 11), we used both forearm and back skin biopsies from SSc patients as cases. Overall, we utilized expression data from 158 out of 164 skin biopsies from the 2 discovery cohorts (Supplemental Table 1).

We identified 415 differentially expressed genes (211 overexpressed, 204 underexpressed) in SSc patients compared with healthy controls using the following criteria: \(|\text{Effect size}| \geq 1.5\), FDR less than 5% (Figure 2A and Supplemental Table 2). We applied the same multicohort analysis framework to 4 independent validation cohorts (the Houston cohort, the Northwestern cohort, the UCSF2 cohort, and the Stanford cohort). The Hospital for Special Surgery (HSS) cohort lacked healthy controls, and was excluded from validation and other analyses that required healthy controls. Out of 415 differentially expressed genes identified in the discovery cohorts, 186 genes (120 overexpressed, 66 underexpressed) were still differentially expressed in the validation cohorts (FDR < 5%; Figure 2B).

Functional characterization of the 415-gene SSc signature. We applied 3 approaches to functionally characterize the 415-gene signature. First, we utilized data from the NIH LINCS Program, which quantifies the effects of stimulation with each of the 314 extracellular signaling proteins on the transcriptome across at least 18 cell lines. Our goal was to find perturbations that most resembled our SSc signature to elucidate the signaling pathways that might be driving it in patients. We correlated the effect size of the 415-gene signature with the expression profiles of the 314 extracellular signaling proteins. We identified 6 positively correlated (FDR ≤ 5%) signaling proteins. There was significant enrichment for EGFR ligands (4 out of 11 known EGFR ligands — HBEGF, HRG, EPR, BTC; hypergeometric \(P = 1.2 \times 10^{-5}\); Supplemental Table 3). Furthermore, EGF was also correlated with the 415-gene set, although the correlation was marginally significant after multiple hypothesis correction (\(P = 3.9 \times 10^{-3}\); FDR = 7%).

Second, we compared the 415-gene set with expression profiles of 2,473 genes that are individually overexpressed across different cell lines in LINCS. Overexpression of 10 genes correlated (FDR < 5%; Supplemental Table 4) with the 415-gene set. One gene, SMAD4, is an intracellular effector of TGF-β signaling. Elevated nuclear localization of SMAD4 in primary dermal fibroblasts from SSc patients independent of TGF-β receptor signaling has been observed previously (22).

Finally, to learn more about the processes that were being upregulated in SSc, we performed analysis of the 211 overexpressed genes using Enrichr (23) for the KEGG pathways. This analysis identified 21 significant pathways, including focal adhesion, regulation of actin cytoskeleton, chemokine signaling pathway, and NF-kB signaling as the top 4 most significantly enriched (FDR ≤ 5%; Supplemental Table 5). Importantly, the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway, which is downstream of EGFR signaling, was strongly enriched (FDR = 17%). These results, combined with the results from LINCS, suggest that EGFR signaling through PI3K/Akt may be a significantly dysregulated pathway in SSc patients.

The 415-gene set distinguishes SSc from healthy skin. We performed a principal component analysis (PCA) on both discovery cohorts together using the 415-gene set. The first principal component (PC1) explained 20.7% of variance in the discovery cohorts, and represented differences between the 2 discovery datasets (Supplemental Figure 1A). Our goal was to assess the robustness of the PCs that distinguish SSc patients
from healthy subjects. Therefore, we did not analyze PC1 further to understand the differences between the 2 cohorts. The next 3 PCs (PC2, PC3, and PC4) explained 15.2%, 6.4%, and 4.3% of variance, respectively, and correctly separated SSc patients from healthy control subjects in the discovery cohorts (Supplemental Figure 1B). Next, we transformed the Northwestern cohort using the PCA loadings from the discovery cohorts. PC2, PC3, and PC4 continued to distinguish healthy controls and SSc samples in the Northwestern cohort (Supplemental Figure 1C). Collectively, these results demonstrate that the 415-gene set robustly distinguishes SSc patients from healthy control subjects across independent heterogeneous cohorts of skin biopsies.

The 415-gene signature permits molecular quantification of skin score (mRSS). Qualitative exploratory analysis of PCs demonstrated that patients with low mRSS are closer to the cluster of healthy control subjects compared with patients with higher mRSS (Supplemental Figure 1, A–C). Therefore, we defined a centroid of healthy subjects in the discovery cohorts as the median of their PC2, PC3, and PC4 coordinates. We defined a potentially novel metric, distance to health (DTH), as the Euclidean distance between an SSc biopsy and this centroid. There was a significant correlation between the mRSS and DTH in both discovery cohorts (\( r = 0.340 \) and \( P = 0.012 \) in the UCSF1 cohort; \( r = 0.402 \) and \( P = 4.7 \times 10^{-4} \) in the Boston cohort; Supplemental Figure 2, A and B, additional summary statistics in Supplemental Table 6). The DTH also had high correlation with mRSS in 5 independent validation cohorts (\( r = 0.502 \) and \( P = 2.4 \times 10^{-5} \) in the Houston cohort; \( r = 0.672 \) and \( P < 2 \times 10^{-16} \) in the Northwestern cohort; \( r = 0.712 \) and \( P = 1.4 \times 10^{-2} \) in the Stanford cohort; \( r = 0.440 \) and \( P = 2.1 \times 10^{-2} \) in the HSS cohort; Supplemental Figure 2, C–G). Collectively, our results showed a strong correlation between the DTH and SSc skin disease severity, as measured by mRSS, across 7 independent cohorts composed of 417 SSc skin samples from 224 SSc patients from 6 clinical centers.

The 415-gene signature permits precise objective monitoring of skin disease during treatment. The consistently high positive correlation between DTH and mRSS in SSc skin samples strongly suggested that in a given patient, the DTH would decrease as mRSS declines. We hypothesized that DTH would permit more precise and objective real-time monitoring of SSc skin disease in an individual patient.

We compared DTH and longitudinal mRSS for individual SSc patients in the Northwestern cohort, in which 43 out of 67 enrolled patients prospectively underwent skin biopsies from the clinically involved arm between 2008 and 2015. For these patients, we collected a biopsy prior to treatment initiation, and 6, 12, 24, and 36 or 48 months during or after treatment (\( n = 135 \) biopsies). Furthermore, we included 22 healthy patients (22 biopsies) as controls and 24 SSc registry patients (26 biopsies) who agreed to undergo skin biopsies but were not enrolled in the clinical study. Overall, we profiled 183 biopsies in the Northwestern cohort.

There was a significant correlation between the change in DTH (\( \Delta \text{DTH} \)) and change in mRSS (\( \Delta \text{mRSS} \)) from baseline to the last study visit (\( r = 0.474, P = 0.011 \); Supplemental Figure 3), demonstrating that DTH changed in the same direction as mRSS across all patients. Furthermore, in nearly every patient, directional change in the DTH (increase or decrease toward healthy centroid) between time points mirrored mRSS directional change. For instance, patient 4 had an mRSS of 9 at baseline, and 3 at 6, 12, and 24 months. The DTH for patient 4 decreased at 6 months when mRSS decreased from 9 to 3, and remained virtually
the same, as mRSS persisted at 3 (Figure 3A). Similarly, patient 30 had an mRSS of 17, 13, 8, and 4 at baseline, 6, 12, and 24 months, respectively. The DTH for patient 30 was similar at baseline and 6 months, but decreased significantly as mRSS decreased from 13 to 8 at 12 months, and continued to decrease as mRSS decreased from 8 to 4 at 24 months (Figure 3B). Importantly, in patients whose disease improved and then worsened again, we were able to track changes in their disease severity. For example, patient 6 initially improved from an mRSS of 16 at baseline, to 11, 11, and 9 at 6, 12, and 24 months, respectively, during which time their DTH also decreased. At 36 months, the mRSS worsened again to 20, and the patient had increased DTH that was almost equal to DTH at baseline (Figure 3C). Patient 17 had an mRSS of 35, 35, 31, 19, and 15 at baseline, 6, 12, 24, and 48 months, respectively. The DTH for patient 17 continued to decrease concomitantly with mRSS (Figure 3D). It is interesting to note that, for patient 17, although mRSS only decreased by 4 from baseline to 12 months, the DTH decreased by 42%. This large decrease in DTH was reflected in a similarly large reduction in mRSS at the next time point, when mRSS decreased by 12 from 12 months to 24 months. A similar trend was also observed in patient 1, who was enrolled in the study following stem cell transplant, and had an mRSS of 36, 24, 19, 41, and 19 at baseline, 6, 12, 24, and 36 months, respectively (Figure 3E; Supplemental Figure 4). At first glance for patient 1, the DTH increased when mRSS decreased from 24 to 19, and decreased when mRSS increased from 19 to 41. However, further analysis showed that in patient 1 the change in DTH for a given time point was prognostic of change in mRSS for the next time point. This prognostic trend in the DTH compared with mRSS is further analyzed below.

Transforming DTH into a clinically useable score. PCs are difficult to implement into clinical practice owing to variance introduced by different treatment and technology protocols in individual PCs. Therefore, similar to our previous results (14, 17, 19, 20), we defined SSc skin severity score (4S) for a skin biopsy as the difference between the mean of overexpressed genes and mean of underexpressed genes in the 415-gene set. 4S distinguished SSc skin samples from healthy skin biopsies with very high accuracy in both discovery and validation cohorts (range = 0.88–1 in validation cohorts; Supplemental Figure 5, A and B). Further, similar to DTH, 4S was positively correlated with mRSS in discovery cohorts ($r = 0.69$ in UCSF1 and $r = 0.42$ in...
the Boston cohort; \( P < 0.0002 \); Figure 4, A and B), and 5 validation cohorts \( (r = 0.72, 0.71, 0.68, 0.59, \) and 0.79 in the Houston, Northwestern, Stanford, UCSF2, and HSS cohorts, respectively, \( P < 0.02 \); Figure 4, C–G), demonstrating that 4S also maintained the strong correlation observed between the DTH and mRSS. We further explored whether the association between 4S and mRSS is confounded by any demographic or clinical variable in each of the 6 skin biopsy cohorts including age, sex, disease duration, ethnicity, antibody positivity (anti-centromere [ACA], anti-nuclear [ANA], anti–RNA pol III, and anti–Scl-70 antibodies), and percentage predicted lung forced vital capacity (FVC) and diffusion capacity (DLCO) values. There were no consistent differences or correlations with any of these variables for 4S (Supplemental Table 7).

Collectively, these results demonstrate the potential clinical utility of our validated 415-gene signature as a quantitative and unbiased clinical biomarker for SSc skin disease severity, which unlike mRSS, is not confounded by factors such as obesity, edema, drug treatment, or inter- and intrarelator variability as well as other demographic and clinical variables, and has the potential to enable precise quantification of molecular SSc skin disease severity for individual patients.

4S is a prognostic marker of change in mRSS. The significant reduction in the DTH prior to reduction in mRSS in individual SSc patients (Figure 3, C and D) and high correlation between the DTH and 4S (Supplemental Figure 6) suggested that a change in 4S may be prognostic of future change in mRSS. Therefore, in the 19 patients that had biopsies performed at baseline, 12 months, and 24 months, we correlated the change in 4S from baseline to 12 months with the subsequent change in mRSS from 12 months to 24 months. We found a significant correlation \( (r = 0.56, P = 0.013) \); Figure 5). These results suggest that 4S could be used as a prognostic marker to allow monitoring individual SSc patients, although further validation is needed.

Comparison of 4S and DTH with intrinsic subsets. Several studies using whole-genome expression profiles of SSc skin biopsies have demonstrated the molecular heterogeneity between patients with SSc (10–12). Based on this heterogeneity, SSc patients can be classified by their intrinsic subset (10, 11). Therefore, we explored whether there is any relationship between 4S and the intrinsic subsets.

The intrinsic subset had been determined for patients in 3 independent cohorts (UCSF1, Boston, and Northwestern cohorts). Across these 3 cohorts, normal-like SSc patients had the lowest 4S \( (P < 0.05) \), whereas fibroproliferative and inflammatory subsets had the highest 4S (Figure 6). There was no difference in 4S across the 6 cohorts; however, the correlation varied from 0.45 to 0.79 in the 5 validation cohorts; Figure 4, C–G).
between fibroproliferative and inflammatory intrinsic subsets except in the Boston cohort. Inflammatory SSc patients showed a wide range of 4S that completely overlapped with fibroproliferative SSc patients. Similar results were also observed when comparing the DTH with intrinsic subsets (Supplemental Figure 7).

Collectively, our results show that despite the repeatedly observed clinical and molecular heterogeneity in SSc patient populations, 4S robustly and reproducibly distinguishes healthy and diseased biopsies and correlates with SSc disease severity as measured by mRSS. It may also be prognostic of future changes in disease severity. However, unlike mRSS, 4S is not susceptible to a number of clinical confounding factors. Furthermore, the distribution of 4S across SSc intrinsic subsets (lower scores in normal-like SSc patients, and no difference in 4S between fibroproliferative and inflammatory SSc patients) suggests that SSc patients may fall along a continuum defined by 4S.

Discussion

The primary goal of our multicohort analysis was to integrate gene expression data from multiple heterogeneous datasets to define a conserved, quantitative, and robust signature of SSc despite the significant molecular heterogeneity observed in the SSc patient population. Such a signature will lay an important foundation for future studies designed to identify novel treatments. We have previously demonstrated the utility of leveraging biological and technological heterogeneity in publicly available data for identifying robust and reproducible signatures of various diseases including organ transplant, sepsis, viral infection, and tuberculosis (14–17, 19, 20). However, these diseases are more prevalent, and corresponding analyses used hundreds of samples in discovery cohorts. In contrast, SSc is a rare disease with publicly available data from a small number of skin biopsies and blood samples. Despite the significantly smaller number of discovery cohorts and biopsies (158 biopsies in 2 cohorts) compared with our previous work, we identified a 415-gene signature composed of differentially expressed genes in skin biopsies from SSc patients compared with healthy control subjects, which we validated in 357 skin biopsies from 5 independent SSc cohorts. We further defined a disease severity measure called 4S using the signature. We showed that 4S significantly correlated with SSc severity as measured by mRSS across all skin biopsy datasets, irrespective of treatment, and is not confounded by clinical factors (obesity, edema, experience performing mRSS). Changes in 4S between baseline and 12 months showed significant correlation with subsequent changes in skin disease severity out to 24 months. Longitudinal studies are needed to further validate this finding. However, if the 4S prognostic ability is validated, it will enable clinicians to identify treatment response earlier and change therapy in nonresponders to avoid unnecessary exposure to ineffective treatment. Furthermore, it may also be useful in clinical trials, particularly in proof-of-concept (biological or clinical) investigations, where novel drugs are administered only for short intervals (e.g., 6–8 weeks) and the changes in mRSS are not able to show a clear treatment effect.

Given the repeatedly observed clinical and molecular heterogeneity in SSc patients across multiple independent cohorts (8, 10–12), the robustness of the SSc signatures identified in our analysis is unexpected and significant. Until now, the lack of such a robust signature has hampered development of novel diagnostics and prognostics for monitoring SSc patients in clinics. It should be possible in future studies to reduce the 415-gene signature to a smaller gene set that is clinically possible to measure. Further, owing to this molecular heterogeneity, SSc patients have been grouped into intrinsic subsets that are stable in serial skin biopsies (10). In contrast, across all cohorts, our results show that 4S is significantly positively correlated with mRSS. The DTH, 4S, and mRSS have significantly increasing trends with the intrinsic subsets, such that the normal-like group has the lowest mean for each measure and the inflammatory group has the highest mean for each measure. PCA of these samples showed that the lower 4S for normal-like samples reflected the fact that they were significantly closer to healthy controls than those in fibroproliferative or
inflammatory subsets. These results across all SSc skin cohorts strongly suggest that the molecular heterogeneity of SSc patients can be represented as a continuum defined by 4S.

Arguably, this may not be surprising given that mRSS is a continuum and there is a significant correlation between mRSS and 4S across 7 independent SSc skin biopsy cohorts. However, recent analyses suggest there may be stages in the progressive disease (24). Our results in longitudinal serial skin biopsy samples in the Northwestern cohort also suggest that patients may go through different intrinsic subsets as part of their progressive diseases. Collectively, these results further suggest that the intrinsic subset assignment for a patient is not stable over time, and may change (10). This observation suggests that while the intrinsic subsets are indicative of current pathway activation, they may be along a continuum in this progressive disease.

Our comparison of the 415-gene signature with transcriptional profiles of 314 ligand stimulations across different cell lines in LINCS showed that it is positively correlated with multiple EGFR ligands. In fact, out of the 11 known EGFR ligands, 4 are among the 6 positively correlated ligands with our signature. A number of in vitro and in vivo studies have suggested that EGF, among other cytokines, regulates dermal fibroblast proliferation and extracellular matrix (ECM) deposition, which is essential to fibrosis (25). Furthermore, pathway analysis of our 415-gene signature identified PI3K/Akt as significant, which is downstream of the EGFR signaling pathway. Indeed, autoantibodies against the extracellular domain of EGFR have been described in SSc patients (26). Collectively, these multiple lines of evidence strongly suggest an important role of EGFR and its downstream pathways, including PI3K/Akt, in SSc. Because differential expression of genes in this signature is found in all SSc patients independent of serum autoantibodies, disease subtype (limited cutaneous and diffuse cutaneous), disease duration, and skin score, drugs that broadly target this gene signature and its associated pathways may be especially useful as initial or background therapies that could be effective for all SSc patients.

Finally, our results described here provide yet another example of, and underscore the importance of, leveraging the heterogeneity present in publicly available data to identify reproducible disease signatures that are diagnostic and provide novel mechanistic insights into disease pathogenesis. In addition to inherent confounding factors associated with any experimental design, the analysis of individual datasets to identify a gene signature can also be affected by subjective factors such as a choice of a threshold for statistical significance, or bias towards a specific known biological pathway (27). On the other hand, the multicohort analysis of independently generated public data that we use here allows the identification of consistent and robust gene signatures while better accounting for the biological and technical heterogeneity observed in the real world. This approach has been found to be very effective at uncovering genes with consistent expression profiles that are mechanistic, diagnostic, and therapeutic (14–17, 19, 20).

In summary, the generalizability of the 415-gene set across multiple independent cohorts suggests that it could be useful for SSc diagnostics and prognostics, and to identify novel drug targets. Because this gene set is found in all SSc patients independent of serum autoantibodies, disease subtype (limited cutaneous and diffuse cutaneous), disease duration and skin score, drugs that broadly target these gene signatures and
their associated pathways may be a useful initial or background therapy for all SSc patients. Most of the existing SSc treatments suppress immune responses broadly (e.g., cyclophosphamide, autologous stem cell transplant, MMF, etc.); however, our results suggest that the 415-gene set could serve as a starting point to identify novel drug targets for SSc treatment.

Methods

Data collection and preprocessing. We downloaded 4 gene expression datasets of SSc skin biopsies from GEO. For each study we used the sample phenotypes as defined by the corresponding original published study. We mapped microarray probes in each dataset to Entrez Gene identifiers (IDs). If a probe matched more than 1 gene, the expression data for the probe were expanded to add 1 record for each mapped gene (28).

Meta-analysis by combining effect size. We analyzed the 2 skin biopsy datasets used for discovery using 2 different meta-analysis methods as described before (13, 14): (a) combining effect size and (b) combining P values. We estimated the effect size for each gene in each dataset as Hedges’ adjusted g, which accounts for small sample bias. If multiple probes mapped to a gene, we summarized the effect size for each gene using the fixed-effect inverse-variance model.

Then, we combined the study-specific effect sizes for each gene into a single meta-effect size using a linear combination of study-specific effect sizes, $f_j$, where each study-specific effect size was weighted by the inverse of the variance in the corresponding study (Equation 1). After computing the meta–effect size, we identified significant genes using the $Z$ statistic, and corrected P values for multiple hypothesis testing using Benjamini-Hochberg FDR correction (29).

$$f_{meta} = \left( f_1w_1 + f_2w_2 + \ldots + f_kw_k \right) / \left( w_1 + w_2 + \ldots + w_k \right) \quad \text{where} \quad w_i = 1 / \text{var}(f_i)$$

(Equation 1)

Meta-analysis by combining P values. We used Fisher’s sum of logs method (30) for meta-analysis by combining P values. For each gene, we summed the logarithm of the 1-sided hypothesis testing P values across $k$ studies, and compared the result with a $\chi^2$ distribution with $2k$ degrees of freedom. This process allowed us to identify significant genes:

$$\chi^2_{2k} = -2 \sum_{i=1}^{k} \log(p_i)$$

(Equation 2)

Selection of differentially expressed genes. We selected 415 genes that satisfied the following criteria: (a) absolute summary effect-size greater than 1.5, (b) FDR less than or equal to 5% across all datasets when combining effect size, (c) measured in all discovery datasets, (d) when combining P values using Fisher’s test, FDR less than or equal to 5%.

LINCS perturbagen signature comparisons. We downloaded the level-4 (median absolute deviation normalized) data from the LINCS c3 server using the LINCS sig_query tool. We processed the L1000 data, which measured expression of 1,000 select genes, as follows: we removed the signatures that did not pass LINCS internal quality control standards and were not labeled as gold. We removed the probes that were not in the bing probe set. We computed the expression of a gene by averaging the expression of all probes that mapped to a given gene. Each perturbagen in LINCS has a number of signatures representing gene expression changes it induces in different cell lines, at different doses, and measured at different times. We used the median of gene expression changes for each signature to create a single consensus signature. Next, we computed the Pearson correlation of the SSc signature with the perturbagen signatures. We corrected P values for multiple hypothesis testing using Benjamini-Hochberg FDR correction and selected perturbagens with FDR less than or equal to 5%.

PCA. As preprocessing, we imputed any missing values using the impute.knn function from the impute package (version 1.42.0; http://www-stat.stanford.edu/~hastie/Papers/missing.pdf) in R (http://www.R-project.org/). We then retained only the gene expression measurements for our 415-gene signature and discarded the rest. We then rank normalized each sample to reduce batch effects. Then, we concatenated both discovery cohorts into a single matrix of expression ranks and performed PCA using the prcomp function from the stats package in R.
Sample-level principal component values were determined in R using the predict function, supplying the output of prcomp and the samples to be transformed. After determining the sample principal component values, we use the rgl package in R (version 0.95.1337; http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=rgl) to create 3-dimensional plots of the cohorts.

Defining the health bubble, centroid of health, and DTH. The health bubble represents the space defined by PC2, PC3, and PC4 where a sample is more likely to be from a healthy control than from an SSc patient. To determine the boundaries of the health bubble, we used support vector machine (SVM) to build a classifier to distinguish between healthy controls and SSc patients in the discovery cohorts. Specifically, in the discovery cohorts, we used PC2, PC3, and PC4 as feature variables to predict the class labels. We used the ksvm function in the e1071 package in R with C-svc as the type parameter (version 1.6-7; http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=e1071). We determined the boundary between healthy and SSc patients as the convex hull connecting the set of points where the probability of being an SSc patient, as predicted by the SVM model, was 50%. We determined these points by computing probabilities for an equally spaced grid of points in our PC space and selecting only the points with log-odds between −0.1 and 0.1. We used the ashape3d function in the alphashape3d package to determine and plot the convex hull (version 1.1; http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=alphashape3d). Next, we defined the centroid of health as the median of PC2, PC3, and PC4 for the healthy samples in the discovery cohorts. Finally, we defined DTH for an SSc sample as the Euclidean distance between the centroid of health and the corresponding skin sample.

Statistics. All P values reported in this analysis are 2-tailed. All comparisons between means of discrete groups were performed using the 2-tailed unpaired Student’s t test. Student's t test P values were determined in R using the t.test function, which follows standard procedures for determining significance. All correlation coefficients were Pearson correlation coefficients, except where noted. Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients and P values were determined using the cor.test function in R, which follows the standard procedures. More concretely, the standard error of a Pearson correlation coefficient is given by Equation 3.

\[ SE_r = \sqrt{\frac{1 - r^2}{n - 2}} \]

(Equation 3)

With this value, we determine the t statistic and compute the P value from the Student's t distribution with degrees of freedom n − 2. Spearman correlation coefficients are determined as the Pearson correlation values of the ranks of the data. To determine Spearman correlation P values, we determine the Pearson correlation of the ranks and then follow the same procedures noted above.

Study approval. Northwestern cohort: The Northwestern University IRB approved the study (STU00004428). Informed consent was obtained from all research subjects prior to study participation. Stanford cohort: The Stanford IRB reviewed and approved the study protocol (IRB protocol number 12407) and all subjects provided written informed consent prior to participating in the study. UCSF2 cohort: Skin samples were collected as part of study number 11-08170, which was approved by the UCSF IRB. All subjects provided informed consent prior to their participation in the study. HSS cohort: The protocol was approved by the IRB (IRB protocol number 2014-268) at the Hospital for Special Surgery. Patients provided written informed consent before enrollment.
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